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Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA 

Summary 

Euler Hermes Rating confirms the BB- issuer rating for Helvetia Environnement Groupe 
SA (HEG). We expect the rating to remain stable over the next twelve months.  
HEG’s sector profile is supported by an overall low to moderate exposure to economic 
cycles and generally stable market conditions with growing waste volumes and a grow-
ing demand for recycling services and outsourcing of facility management. HEG’s busi-
ness profile is underpinned by a leading market position along with a diversified client 
base in the highly fragmented Swiss French-speaking part. Even if HEG’s geographic 
diversification remains weak, its position is strengthened by the high barriers to entry of 
the Swiss waste market due to significant capital and regulatory requirements. HEG’s 
financial profile is characterized by increased external funding, growing financing costs 
and the significant proportion of acquired goodwill. Thanks to economies of scale from 
new investments and M&A activities, key credit ratios have the potential to improve 
slightly in our opinion should the pace of external growth slow down over the long-term. 
Despite goodwill adjustments, we acknowledge the adequate capital structure benefit-
ting from recurring increases in share capital and shareholder loans. Overall, existing 
financial risks are partially mitigated by the high proportion of recurring revenues 
backed by mid-term contracts. 
 

Key Rating Factors 

Broad Factors 
Factors 

Weighting 
Sub-Factors 

Sub-Factors 
Weighting 

Sub-Factors 
Score 

Factors 
Score 

Sector Profile 12.5% 
Sector Volatility  7.5% BBB 

BBB 
Sector Outlook  5% BBB 

Business Profile 17.5% 
Competitive Position  10% BB 

BB 
Concentration Risk  7.5% BB 

Financial Profile 70% 

Size  5% BBB+ 

B+ 

Profitability  10% B- 

Leverage 
Liabilities/EBITDA 

27.5% 
BB- 

FFO/Liabilities B 

Capitalization 
Equity Ratio 

22.5% 
BB+ 

Leverage Ratio B+ 

Coverage  5% CCC or lower 

Grid-Indicated Outcome      BB- 

Notching 
Adjustments 

  

Liquidity +1 to -3  0 

Debt Structure +1 to -2  0 

Strategic and Operational Management +1 to -2  0 

Governance and Financial Policy +1 to -2  0 

Scorecard-Indicated Outcome      BB- 

Other Rating Considerations      0 

TRIBRating    BB-  
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Financial History1    

Size Profitability Leverage 

   

Capitalization Coverage 

 

  

 

 
1 Source: EHRG-adjusted annual figures. 

Credit Strengths 

  Historically low to moderate sector volatility of the Swiss waste market 

 Positive sector outlook with fundamental business conditions expected to slightly im-
prove over the medium-term 

 High barriers to entry due to regulation and required investment volumes 

 Adequate EBITDA-margin and stable cash flows ensured by a wide client base and 
mid-term contracts  

 Long-term investment strategy supported by long-term-oriented investors 

 
 

Credit Challenges 

  Highly fragmented market exerting some price pressure on tenders 

 Continuous dynamic growth backed by external funds is leading to increased financ-
ing costs and impaired operating margins 

 Impairment risks with regard to the high level of goodwill as a result of significant ex-
ternal growth 

 
 

Factors that could affect the Rating 

Factors that could 
lead to an Upgrade 

 Significant improvement of profitability, capitalization, leverage profile and coverage 

 Continuous strengthening of the competitive position along with a better diversifica-
tion profile 

 Major increase of internally generated cash flows 

 
Factors that could 
lead to a Downgrade 

 Deterioration of the business conditions and of the competitive position 

 Downgrading of the financial profile 

 Tightening of the liquidity situation and a challenging maturity profile (e.g. upcoming 
bullet repayments) 
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Company Profile 

 
Helvetia operates in 
the waste collection, 
sorting and waste-to-
energy sector mostly 
in the French-speak-
ing part of Switzer-
land  
 
 
 
 
 
 
HEG is a generalist 
waste management 
company 

Helvetia Environnement Groupe SA (HEG) historically operates in the waste collection, 
waste sorting, waste-to-materials and waste-to-energy sector in the French-speaking part 
of Switzerland, Romandie. HEG has become the market leader in Switzerland with the 
acquisition of Swiss Recycling Services SA (SRS) – a peer competitor with similar size – 
in February 2017. SRS was a competitor of HEG operating in the north of Romandie and 
was part of the French waste management group Veolia Environnement prior to 2012. In 
2018 HEG has announced a shareholding in the family-owned and Roche-based com-
pany Constantin SA. A participation in this relatively small recycling company enables 
HEG to extend its infrastructure and increase the treated volume. HEG was founded in 
2000 and is based in Geneva with a current workforce of around 500 employees including 
SRS. 
 
 
HEG operates as a generalist waste manager and relies – in contrast to specialist and 
local waste management companies – highly on a large infrastructure network and a re-
gional geographic scope. HEG’s infrastructure includes sorting and recycling centers, 
waste collection and disposal facilities as well as sites for conversion of waste-to-energy. 
HEG’s direct clients are municipalities, companies and international organisations. HEG 
now has a market share of around 10% in the Swiss waste management market of private 
providers. SRS has been completely integrated to HEG, in addition to the three historical 
segments: Transvoirie SA, Sogetri and Leman Bio Energie. Transvoirie is the group’s 
most significant business segment in terms of turnover. It operates the collecting waste 
for municipalities and companies as well as from recycling points. It includes ancillary 
services like the sale and installation of containers and disposal points, maintenance, 
cleaning and consulting. The second main business segment, under the brand Sogetri, 
deals with the operation of sorting centers and the processing of waste-to-materials. It 
covers the sorting and treatment of general collected waste, construction waste, industrial 
and organic waste, followed by recycling and treatment of waste materials. The third busi-
ness segment deals with processing waste-to-energy and is operated by the subsidiary 
Leman BioEnergie, which takes charge of the production and sale of biodiesel from used 
cooking oils.  

  
Main shareholders in-
clude the founder 
family, the manage-
ment and two private 
equity funds 

HEG is a Swiss privately owned company that has been created in 2000 by the Chavaz 
family which stills holds a share in the company. The Chavaz family has significant ex-
perience in the Swiss waste management market. HEG is managed by CEO Mr. Vin-
cent Chapel and COO Mr. Jean-Pierre Tétaz, who have joined the company in 2010 
and who together hold shares through an MBO. The remaining shares are held by two 
institutional investors namely UBS Clean Energy Infrastructure and Reichmuth Infra-
struktur Schweiz that are backed by pensions funds. HEG as it is today is the result of 
13 successive acquisitions including SRS and Constantin since 2000. HEG has a board 
of directors in a supervisory role. It is composed of 9 members including 2 members for 
each shareholder and an independent member, a former CEO of Suez Environnement. 
The second management organ is the executive board, which includes the executive di-
rectors. 

 
 

Rating History 

 7 June 2017* 18 October 2018* 18 October 2019 

Rating BB- BB- BB- 

Outlook stable stable stable 

* in accordance with the issuer rating methodology of Euler Hermes Rating GmbH from May 2016  
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Related Information 

 
Analysts Michel Graire, Analyst and Project Manager, Euler Hermes Rating GmbH, Germany 

Matthias Peetz, Senior Analyst, Euler Hermes Rating GmbH, Germany 
 
 
 
Rating committee Holger Ludewig, Director, Euler Hermes Rating GmbH, Germany 

Jörg Walbaum, Senior Analyst, Euler Hermes Rating GmbH, Germany 
 
 
 
Principal sources of 
information 

 Consolidated financial statements for 2016, 2017, 2018 

 Interim results half-year 2019 

 Forecast 2019 

 Market analyses 

 Documents on the corporate structure 

 Company visit and interviews with management  
 
 
 
Rating methodology SME Rating Methodology (Switzerland) of 28 August 2019 by Euler Hermes Rating 

GmbH, available at www.tribrating.com 
 
 
Please refer to EHRG’s Basic Principles for Assigning Credit Ratings and Other 
Services, which is available at www.eulerhermes-rating.com, for the meaning 
of EHRG’s opinion(s). 
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Appendix 1: Rating Categories 

 
 

Category Explanation 

AAA 
In the opinion of EHRG, AAA rated entities demonstrate an excellent credit quality and the lowest de-
fault risk. 

AA 
In the opinion of EHRG, AA rated entities demonstrate a very high credit quality with a very low default 
risk. 

A In the opinion of EHRG, A rated entities demonstrate a high credit quality with a low default risk. 

BBB 
In the opinion of EHRG, BBB rated entities demonstrate a medium credit quality with a moderate de-
fault risk. 

BB 
In the opinion of EHRG, BB rated entities demonstrate a medium-low credit quality with a slightly in-
creased default risk. 

B In the opinion of EHRG, B rated entities demonstrate a low credit quality with an increased default risk. 

CCC 
In the opinion of EHRG, CCC rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality with a high default 
risk. 

CC 
In the opinion of EHRG, CC rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality, an event of default is 
very likely. 

C 
In the opinion of EHRG, C rated entities demonstrate a very low credit quality, an event of default is 
imminent. 

D / SD 
D rated entities have defaulted, as defined by the rating agency. The rated entity is assigned an SD rat-
ing (Selective Default) if it has only defaulted on certain debt obligations. 

  

PLUS (+) 

MINUS (–) 

Rating categories from AA to CCC are modified by a PLUS (+) or MINUS (-), where required, in order to 
show their relative position within the rating category. 
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Appendix 2: Metrics Definitions 

 
Quantitative credit metrics may incorporate some accounting adjustments to the income statement, cash flow statement 
and balance sheet amounts. Analysts may perform some analytical adjustments to account for specificities of a SME. 

Size 

Revenues 

Total Revenues (EUR Mn) 

 

Profitability 

ROCE  Financial Debt 

Numerator  Bonds 

Operating result (=EBIT)  + Liabilities to banks 

Denominator  + Other interest-bearing liabilities 

Net financial debt + equity (=capital employed)  + Operating lease liabilities 

  + Adjustments for ABS / factoring transactions 

 

Leverage 

Liabilities / EBITDA  FFO / Liabilities 

Numerator  Numerator 

Total assets - equity  Funds from operations 

Denominator  Denominator 

EBITDA  Total assets - equity 

 
 

Funds from Operations 

Net income 

+ Depreciation and Amortization 

+ Deferred income taxes 

+ Minority interest 

+ Other non-cash items 

 

Capitalization 

Equity Ratio  Leverage Ratio 

Numerator  Numerator 

Equity  Financial debt 

Denominator  Denominator 

Total assets  Financial debt + equity 

 

Coverage 

EBIT / Interest Expense 

Numerator 

Operating result (=EBIT) 

Denominator 

Interest expense 
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Disclaimer 

© 2019 Euler Hermes Rating GmbH (“EHRG”) and/or its licensors and affiliates. All rights reserved. 
 
CREDIT RATINGS ISSUED BY EHRG ARE EHRG’S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF 
ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES, AND EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS MAY INCLUDE 
EHRG’S CURRENT OPINIONS OF THE RELATIVE FUTURE CREDIT RISK OF ENTITIES, CREDIT COMMITMENTS, OR 
DEBT OR DEBT-LIKE SECURITIES. EHRG DEFINES CREDIT RISK AS THE RISK THAT AN ENTITY MAY NOT MEET ITS 
CONTRACTUAL, FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS AS THEY COME DUE AND, IN THE CASE OF ISSUANCE-LEVEL CREDIT 
RATINGS, ANY ESTIMATED FINANCIAL LOSS IN THE EVENT OF DEFAULT. CREDIT RATINGS DO NOT ADDRESS ANY 
OTHER RISK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: LIQUIDITY RISK, MARKET VALUE RISK, OR PRICE VOLATILITY. 
CREDIT RATINGS AND EHRG’S OPINIONS INCLUDED IN EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT STATEMENTS OF CURRENT 
OR HISTORICAL FACT. CREDIT RATINGS AND EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NEITHER A PROSPECTUS NOR A 
SUBSTITUTE FOR INFORMATION ASSEMBLED AND PRESENTED BY COMPANIES OR ISSUERS FOR INVESTORS 
REGARDING THE PURCHASE OF A SECURITY OR FOR ASSESSING THE CREDITWORTHINESS OF A RATED ENTITY. 
CREDIT RATINGS AND EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS DO NOT CONSTITUTE OR PROVIDE INVESTMENT OR FINANCIAL 
ADVICE, AND DO NOT PROVIDE RECOMMENDATIONS TO PURCHASE, SELL, OR HOLD PARTICULAR SECURITIES. 
NEITHER CREDIT RATINGS NOR EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS COMMENT ON THE SUITABILITY OF AN INVESTMENT 
FOR ANY PARTICULAR INVESTOR. EHRG ISSUES ITS CREDIT RATINGS AND PUBLISHES ITS PUBLICATIONS WITH 
THE EXPECTATION AND UNDERSTANDING THAT EACH INVESTOR WILL, WITH DUE CARE, CONDUCT ITS OWN 
INDEPENDENT ANALYSES, CREDIT ASSESSMENTS AND OTHER VERIFICATIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF EACH 
SECURITY THAT IS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR PURCHASE, HOLDING, OR SALE. 

 
EHRG’S CREDIT RATINGS AND EHRG’S PUBLICATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED FOR USE BY RETAIL INVESTORS AND IT 
WOULD BE RECKLESS AND INAPPROPRIATE FOR RETAIL INVESTORS TO USE EHRG’S CREDIT RATINGS OR EHRG’S 
PUBLICATIONS WHEN MAKING AN INVESTMENT DECISION. IF IN DOUBT YOU SHOULD CONTACT YOUR FINANCIAL 
OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISER. 
 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROTECTED BY LAW, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, COPYRIGHT LAW, 
AND NONE OF SUCH INFORMATION MAY BE COPIED OR OTHERWISE REPRODUCED, REPACKAGED, FURTHER 
TRANSMITTED, TRANSFERRED, DISSEMINATED, REDISTRIBUTED OR RESOLD, OR STORED FOR SUBSEQUENT USE 
FOR ANY SUCH PURPOSE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, IN ANY FORM OR MANNER OR BY ANY MEANS WHATSOEVER, 
BY ANY PERSON WITHOUT EHRG’S PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT. 
 
All information contained herein is obtained by EHRG from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Because of the possi-
bility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors, however, all information contained herein is provided “AS IS” without 
warranty of any kind. EHRG adopts all necessary measures so that the information it uses in assigning a credit rating is of sufficient 
quality and from sources EHRG considers to be reliable including, when appropriate, independent third-party sources. However, 
EHRG is not an auditor and cannot in every instance independently verify or validate information received in the rating process or in 
preparing the EHRG publications. 
 
Please note that summaries of contracts, laws and other documents contained in any EHRG publication, rating report or other ma-
terials cannot replace careful study of the relevant complete texts. 
 
EHRG and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability to any person or en-
tity for any indirect, special, consequential, or incidental losses or damages whatsoever arising from or in connection with the infor-
mation contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information, even if EHRG or any of its directors, officers, employees, 
agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers is advised in advance of the possibility of such losses or damages, including but not 
limited to: (a) any loss of present or prospective profits or (b) any loss or damage arising where the relevant financial instrument is 
not the subject of a particular credit rating assigned by EHRG. The limitations do not apply to the extent that fraud, intent or any 
other type of liability cannot be excluded and/or limited under applicable law. 
 
EHRG and its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors and suppliers disclaim liability for any direct or com-
pensatory losses or damages caused to any person or entity, on the part of, or any contingency within or beyond the control of, 
EHRG or any of its directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives, licensors or suppliers, arising from or in connection with 
the information contained herein or the use of or inability to use any such information. The limitations do not apply to the extent that 
fraud, intent or any other type of liability cannot be excluded and/or limited under applicable law. 
 
NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY 
OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY SUCH RATING OR OTHER OPINION OR INFORMATION IS GIVEN 
OR MADE BY EHRG IN ANY FORM OR MANNER WHATSOEVER. 
 
The dissemination and use of an EHRG rating report may be prohibited by law in certain jurisdictions. Any persons who come 
into the possession of such information should inquire about and comply with any prohibitions that may be in place. 
EHRG assumes no liability of any kind with respect to such dissemination and use of any rating in any jurisdiction whatsoever. 
 
Euler Hermes Rating GmbH 


